
AKTAU, Kazakhstan: With the outlines of its six idle
cranes obscured by thick fog and pouring rain,
Kazakhstan’s Caspian seaport Aktau seems an unlikely
stop on China’s much-hyped new silk road.

But the sleepy port, which has been badly hit in
recent years by new oil routes, is vying for a slice of the
pie as competition for Chinese trade warms up on the
shores of the world’s largest inland sea.

China’s trillion dollar Belt and Road initiative has
been a buzz-phrase in Kazakhstan ever s ince
Chinese leader Xi Jinping unveiled the overland trade
and infrastructure vision during a 2013 visit to the
capital Astana.

For the moment, evidence of Beijing’s economic
might is light on the ground at Aktau, more than 2,300
kilometers (1,400 miles) from the China-Kazakhstan
border crossing that is a key entry point for goods
bound for Europe overland. “This used to be an old
port in poor condition with old equipment,” said Oraz
Koptleuov, a native of Turkmenistan who began work-
ing at the port of Aktau as a machinist in 1995.

“Now we have new technology... But there is not
enough work. Let there be more work!” he told AFP of
the port where 500 people are now employed, down
from 700 several years ago.

During a recent visit, an AFP correspondent saw
a corrugated steel container marked China Shipping
being unloaded on an otherwise deserted dock. The
container had carried a shipment of engine oil from
Turkey to Kazakhstan via Azerbaijan’s capital Baku,
Koptleuov said, but would make the return journey
empty.

Middle Kingdom, middle route 
The experience of the Aktau port mirrors broader

economic struggles in energy-rich Kazakhstan, which
was badly burned by the oil price collapse in 2014 and
hopes a trade and transit boom can ease an unstable

commodity dependence.
Oil once underpinned business at the port-more

than 14 million tons of crude passed through annually-
before a more economically efficient network of
pipelines grew up, reducing the figure tenfold and
triggering layoffs.  But port president Abai
Turikpenbayev now expects Aktau to emerge as an
important overland trade node that can offer an alter-
native to the better-known northern route to Europe
via Kazakhstan and Russia.

“The Chinese call our route the middle route,”
Turikpenbayev said of the route boosted by
Kazakhstan’s own investments in domestic road and rail
infrastructure.  Authorities hope these investments can
kickstart stagnating regional economies.

The “middle route” includes a Caspian crossing and
allows a shipment of goods from Chengdu in China to
reach Istanbul via Aktau in just over 20 days by rail.
This is both slower than the northern route, via which
trains can reach Vienna in a fortnight, and more expen-
sive than sea journeys that take over a month and
account for over 90 percent of East-West trade.

Nevertheless, the route via Aktau offers exporters
access to very different markets in Turkey, the
Caucasus and Iran. It could also offer cover for busi-
nesses suffering in the Moscow-Brussels sanctions bat-
tle. Turikpenbayev said the involvement of Dubai-head-
quartered logistics giant DP World in port operations-
”their specialists and their brand”-has been a key part
of convincing investors in China the new route is viable.

Aktau port expects to process 1,500 containers
from China in 2018, he says-double last year’s figure
but still only three percent of the port’s own modest
overall turnover. 

Neighborhood competition 
Aktau is not the only Caspian port jockeying for the

China trade.  Neighboring Turkmenistan’s leader

Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov unveiled a $1.5 billion
port in Turkmenbashi in May, while on the other side of
the Caspian Azerbaijan has invested heavily in a new
port called Alat.

Domestically, the Aktau port might also one day be
overtaken by rapidly modernizing Kuryk, which lies
three hours south and benefits from a slightly milder
climate.  Kuryk, where many former Aktau laborers now
work, was presented with great fanfare to diplomats

and businessmen by Kazakhstan’s 78-year-old
President Nursultan Nazarbayev this month.

Adil Kaukenov, director of China Centre-a think tank
based in Kazakhstan’s largest city Almaty-said there
may well be enough trade to go around so long as
“conservative” businessmen in China buy into the less
established routes. “If these routes take off the problem
might be that these ports lack the capacity to meet
demand,” Kaukenov said. — AFP
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BELA BELA, South Africa: South
African farmers have demanded
Donald Trump “leave us the hell
alone” after the US president criti-
cized the country’s land reform plans,
accusing him of trying to deflect
attention from his own scandals.

“The people were furious about
Trump-and I think they still are,” said
Preline Swart, a 37-year-old black
woman who farms grain and cattle
with her husband east of Cape Town.

“He’s an outsider and he knows
nothing about farming,” she said on
the sidelines of a summit of farmers,
officials and industry players in Bela
Bela, 100 miles (160 kilometers)
northeast of Johannesburg. Trump’s
Wednesday tweet, posted on the eve
of the “Land Solution” gathering,
touched on the overwhelmingly
white ownership of farmland in
South Africa-one of the most sensi-
tive issues in the country’s post-
apartheid history.

“I have asked Secretary of State...
(Mike) Pompeo to closely study the
South Africa land and farm seizures
and expropriations and the large scale
killing of farmers,” tweeted Trump to
his 54 million followers. His tweet
apparently followed a segment on
conservative Fox News about
Pretoria’s plan to change the constitu-
tion to speed up expropriation of land
without compensation to redress

racial imbalances in land ownership.
“‘South African Government is now

seizing land from white farmers’,” said
Trump’s post, which tagged the show’s
host, Tucker Carlson, as well as the
channel.

“I think Donald Trump must really
take his long hair... and leave our peo-
ple the hell alone,” added Swart.
While many of the farmers at
Thursday and Friday’s land summit
rejected Trump’s intervention, many
are unsure what the government’s plan
to expropriate land to fix historical
injustices will mean for them.

“The deputy president assured
farmers government isn’t going to do
anything reckless,” said conference
speaker Tshilidzi Matshidzula, 30, a
dairy farmer with 1,000 cattle on his
ranch in the country’s Eastern Cape
province.

“(But) as a farmer, although I’m
black, expropriation is a serious con-
cern. The sooner we get formal clarity
on how it will be handled, the better.”

As he spoke, other black dele-
gates congratulated Matshidzula for
the speech he had just given on how
to resolve land inequality. According
to President Cyril Ramaphosa, who
himself  farms catt le on a 5,100
hectare ranch, the white community
that makes up eight percent of the
population “possess 72 percent of
farms”. — AFP
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CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.384067 0.397967
Czech Korune 0.005704 0.015004
Danish Krone 0.043288 0.048288
Euro 0. 346296 0.359998
Georgian Lari 0.137727 0.137727
Hungarian 0.001144 0.001334
Norwegian Krone 0.032409 0.037609
Romanian Leu 0.065042 0.081892
Russian ruble 0.004550 0.004550
Slovakia 0.009067 0.019067
Swedish Krona 0.029305 0.034305
Swiss Franc 0.302869 0.313869

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.214705 0.226705
New Zealand Dollar 0.197465 0.206965

America
Canadian Dollar 0.228077 0.237077
US Dollars 0.299600 0.304900
US Dollars Mint 0.300100 0.304900

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003029 0.003830
Chinese Yuan 0.043124 0.046624
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036946 0.039696

Indian Rupee 0.003862 0.004634
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000017 0.000023
Japanese Yen 0.002648 0.002828
Korean Won 0.000262 0.000277
Malaysian Ringgit 0.070631 0.076631
Nepalese Rupee 0.002626 0.002966
Pakistan Rupee 0.001941 0.002711
Philippine Peso 0.005693 0.005993
Singapore Dollar 0.217304 0.227304
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001561 0.002141
Taiwan 0.010421 0.010601
Thai Baht 0.008963 0.009513

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.790468 0.806968
Egyptian Pound 0.014341 0.020059
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000200 0.000260
Jordanian Dinar 0.424048 0.433048
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000156 0.000256
Moroccan Dirhams 0.022432 0.046432
Omani Riyal 0.782513 0.788193
Qatar Riyal 0.079129 0.084069
Saudi Riyal 0.079900 0.081200
Syrian Pound 0.001287 0.001507
Tunisian Dinar 0.106397 0.114397
Turkish Lira 0.047107 0.058607
UAE Dirhams 0.081261 0.082961
Yemeni Riyal 0.000987 0.001067

Kazakhstan’s port in decline 
bids for slice of China trade

China’s trillion dollar Belt and Road initiative remains a buzz-phrase

Trade tension, 
strong dollar hit 
Latin America’s 
growth
MEXICO CITY: Latin America’s economic
growth is set to come in lower than expected
this year, as US protectionism and widespread
wariness of emerging markets put a drag on the
region, a UN panel said.

The Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) slashed
its growth forecast for the region by 0.7 point
to 1.5 percent, saying the “complex global sce-
nario” had dimmed the outlook since its last
report in April. It has been a tough year for
emerging markets across the board, with global
trade tension taking its toll and the strong US
dollar battering many currencies and bonds-
notably in Argentina and Turkey, which have
faced full-blown currency crises.

ECLAC cited a laundry list of problems
slowing Latin America’s economies:

•  “trade disputes between the United States,
China and other nations”

•  “growing geopolitical risks”
• “a decline in capital flows toward emerging

markets in the last few months and a rise in sov-
ereign risk levels”

•  “depreciations of local currencies against
the dollar”

•  “a global economic expansion that is tend-
ing to lose momentum”

It has been a roller-coaster ride for emerging
markets in recent years, and Latin America has
been whipped around as much as any region.
Growth in the emerging economies helped pull
the world out of recession after the 2008 finan-
cial crisis, but the lingering effects of that crisis

have taken their toll-now exacerbated by the
impact of US President Donald Trump’s protec-
tionist policies and the soaring dollar.

Latin America’s economies posted solid
growth of 6.2 percent in 2010, but then tipped
into a two-year regional recession in 2015. The
region’s gross domestic product returned to
growth of 1.2 percent last year. But now its
tepid recovery is in jeopardy.

Trump effect 
Some Latin American countries have found

themselves in Trump’s firing line. The most
notable case is Mexico, which sends some 80
percent of its exports to the United States
under the North American Free Trade
Agreement.  Trump has insisted on renegotiat-
ing that deal, and threatened to scrap it alto-
gether. The US president has hit Brazil, Mexico
and Argentina with steel and aluminum tariffs or

quotas, along with the European Union, Canada
and other countries. The region also has suf-
fered the indirect effects of the current global
climate, one “marked by uncertainty and volatil-
ity,” said ECLAC.

Uneven outlook 
Ironically, Latin America’s fundamentals

remain relatively solid. ECLAC predicted the
region-wide primary deficit would fall to 0.5
percent of GDP this year, and that average
inflation would remain within the expected
range at 6.5 percent to June-excluding region-
al basket-case Venezuela.

But the outlook is uneven across the
region, said the head of the United Nations
panel, Alicia Barcena, who presented the
report in Mexico City. “Mexico and Central
America are doing better than South America
in 2018,” she said. — AFP

AKTAU: Men work in the Kazakhstan’s Caspian seaport of Aktau. — AFP

S African farmers ‘furious’
over Trump land reform tweet

PACARAIMA: A woman shows new bills of the new Venezuelan currency, the Bolivar
Soberano, at a barbershop in the border city of Pacaraima, Roraima State, Brazil. — AFP

Swiss banker 
pleads guilty in 
$1.2bn Venezuelan 
laundering scam
MIAMI: A former Swiss bank manager pleaded guilty
in a US court on Wednesday for his role in a $1.2 billion
money laundering scheme involving Venezuelan state
oil company PDVSA, the Justice Department
announced.

Matthias Krull, 44, a German national and
Panamanian resident, was one of a ring of conspirators
and he admitted the scam began in late 2014 with “a
currency exchange scheme that was designed to
embezzle around $600 million from PDVSA,” the
Justice Department said in a statement.

PDVSA was the crown jewel of Venezuela’s implod-
ing economy and remains virtually the only source of
hard currency for the embattled government. But it also
has made the company a target of theft and graft. The
Justice Department said the stolen fund were “obtained
through bribery and fraud.”

The conspiracy in 2015 doubled to $1.2 billion in

funds embezzled from PDVSA. Krull became involved
in 2016 when another member of the ring asked him to
help launder the proceeds. 

They used Florida real estate and “sophisticated
false-investment schemes to conceal that the $1.2
billion was in fact embezzled from PDVSA,” the
statement said.

He pleaded guilty in a Florida court to conspiracy to
commit money laundering. He is scheduled to be sen-
tenced October 29. Krull’s co-conspirators “include
former PDVSA officials, professional third-party money
launderers, and members of the Venezuelan elite, some-
times known as ‘boliburgues.’”

US authorities arrested Krull in Miami last month,
while Gustavo Hernandez Frieri, a Colombian, was
arrested in Italy and is awaiting extradition.

The Venezuelans indicted in the case are Francisco
Convit, shareholder of energy company Derwick
Associates; Carmelo Urdaneta, former petroleum and
mining ministry legal advisor; Abraham Ortega, ex-
PDVSA staffer; and Jose Vicente “Chente” Amparan, a
businessman and “professional money launderer” with
links to Spain and Malta.

Venezuela’s economic freefall continues, with hyper-
inflation expected to soar to one million percent,
according to the International Monetary Fund. On
Tuesday, President Nicolas Maduro introduced a new
currency, dropping five zeros and devaluing the “sover-
eign bolivars” by 96 percent. —  AFP


